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Abstract

Exhaust temperature is a valuable parameter for engine control. However,
measurement conditions at the engine exhaust and the slow dynamic response
of temperature sensors difficult the determination of the instantaneous ex-
haust temperature. The present paper proposes a methodology for estimat-
ing the exhaust temperature exclusively relying in-cylinder pressure signal,
engine speed and exhaust lambda.The presented methodology can replace or
actualize widespread look-up table models for correcting calibration offsets,
due to ageing, sensor bias or disturbances associated with the engine oper-
ation. The method uses the existence of resonant modes in the in-cylinder
pressure for inferring the trapped mass and the in-cylinder temperature. An
isentropic expansion of the gasses through the valves is assumed for estimat-
ing the cylinder outlet temperature of the gases, and the gas temperature
drop along the exhaust runner and manifold is modelled through a nodal
thermal model. The method was compared with current models under steady
and transient conditions in a four stroke CI engine. Variations of injection,
EGR, intake pressure and rail pressure were performed under steady opera-
tion and the transient response of the method was validated under specific
transient test and at the WLTP cycle. A time invariant first order model
was used for comparing the estimated temperature with that provided by
the experimental sensors.

Keywords: Internal combustion engines, temperature, measurement,
estimation, in-cylinder pressure, models, virtual sensors, exhaust
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1. Introduction

Combustion engine control is increasing in complexity as new stringent
regulations are forcing Compression Ignited (CI) engines to lower pollutant
emissions, while customers demand improved performance and fuel economy.
Models and sensors are being included in Electronic Control Units (ECU) to5

replace look-up tables and improve precision and transient response.
Exhaust temperature is an important parameter for engine control: an

accurate and fast estimation of the exhaust gases temperature permits main-
taining non-damaging exhaust conditions [1]; turbocharger and after-treatment
systems control and optimization require from an exhaust temperature mea-10

surement or estimation [2, 3, 4], since turbine available power and catalyst
light-off strongly depends on temperature; and finally, Exhaust Gas Recircu-
lation (EGR) rate observers and models rely on exhaust gases temperature
to estimate its value [5, 6].

Unfortunately, instantaneous estimation of exhaust temperature is highly15

challenging and requires from models in order to compensate the slow time re-
sponse of temperature sensors [7]. Moreover, three-dimensional non-homogeneity
of the exhaust temperature [8], together with the existence of pulsating con-
ditions at the exhaust manifold [9], complicate both the measurement and
modelling of the temperature for control purposes. Current ECUs usually20

incorporate pre-calibrated look-up tables providing the exhaust gas temper-
ature for the open loop control the engine. Although this is a cost-effective
solution, ageing, manufacturing discrepancies and sensor bias, can result into
significant errors in the exhaust temperature estimation.

Cylinder outlet temperature can be estimated from trapped mass and25

cylinder pressure data [10]. However, current methods for the online esti-
mation of the trapped mass have important errors: hot-film air mass flow
sensors, which are widely employed in automotive applications, can have
measurement errors typically in the 5% range [11] (and up to 20% [12, 13])
because of ageing and other non-calibrated effects. EGR estimation is even30

more difficult: the EGR flow estimate based on mean value models is subject
to significant errors due to the estimation of different exhaust parameters and
semi-empirical corrections, resulting in typical errors of 10% [14]. Even when
using research-grade gas analyzers at test benches, where EGR rate is deter-
mined by CO2 balance, errors up to 36% can be found because of incomplete35

mixing when using high pressure EGR loops [15]. Model based estimation of
the trapped mass through the volumetric efficiency requires from an intake
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temperature sensor (which typically shows a slow time response); in addition,
volumetric efficiency must be tabbed by calibration, and can be biased due to
engine to engine variability, ageing or off-design operation [16]. Alternative40

methods, such us ∆p methodology [17, 18], require from unknown parame-
ters, such as in-cylinder temperature at the IVC. Finally, many models for
the estimation of the exhaust temperature require the injected fuel mass as
an input. Unfortunately, common rail injectors in CI engines have important
cylinder-to-cylinder variations in the injected fuel mass caused by minor er-45

rors in hole diameter, unavoidable due to manufacturing discrepancies, and
by the accumulation of deposits [19, 20].

Cylinder outlet temperature decreases at the exhaust because of both the
expansion of the gases and the heat transfer from the gas to the exhaust
runner and manifold. This temperature drop plays a key role in the thermal50

dynamics of the exhaust system, which is of high interest when trying to
optimize transient behaviour, since it has a major impact on conventional
CI emissions during real driving conditions [21]. The thermal dynamics of a
temperature drop in a duct have been studied by many authors, for modelling
the exhaust manifold and for catalysts thermal response assessment. Most of55

the control oriented models represent the heat transfer between the exhaust
gases and the walls as a convective process with one or more thermal nodes
[22, 23]. Some of them assume constant wall temperature, usually a similar
temperature to that of the coolant, while others include a state for modelling
the dynamics of the wall temperature.60

The present paper proposes a new model for inlet turbine temperature
estimation. The model only uses the in-cylinder pressure signal, together
with engine speed and lambda measurements. As it does not need any air
mass flow meter nor EGR rate estimation, it shows low sensitivity to sensor
errors, ageing and manufacturing discrepancies, and can be used to replace65

or adapt current exhaust temperature models.
The proposed model was compared with current look-up table models

in a four stroke CI engine: fuel injection, EGR, intake pressure and rail
pressure variations were performed at different operating points to simulate
non-calibrated conditions, and the thermocouple measurement is compared70

with the model output. Furthermore, the transient response was validated
by performing specific transient tests and a WLTP (Worldwide harmonized
Light vehicles Test Procedures) cycle.

Regarding the paper structure, next section is aimed to introduce the
model formulation. Experimental setup is described in Section 3, where75
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details on the test bench, the engine and the employed sensors are provided.
A discussion of the results may be found in Section 4, where the model
output is compared with other models and temperature measurements, both
for steady and transient operation. To conclude, the main contributions of
the proposed model are highlighted in the last section.80

2. Model description

The estimation of the exhaust temperature is done through a three step
process:

1. Firstly, it harnesses the in-cylinder pressure resonance modes [24] to
estimate the in-cylinder temperature. When using resonance instead85

of mass flow sensors or speed-density formulation, a non biased mea-
surement can be obtained.

2. Secondly, the expansion of the exhaust gases at the exhaust valves
is modelled by a polytropic expansion, with the polytropic coefficient
experimentally determined from the pressure trace at the end of the90

expansion stroke.

3. And, finally, the temperature drop from the cylinder to the turbine inlet
is modelled with a nodal model with two temperature nodes: a first
node in contact with the engine coolant representing the heat transfer
to the liquid-cooled runner, and a second node considering the heat95

transfer to the surroundings to model the rest of the exhaust manifold.
Herein, only convection is considered, by neglecting conduction and
radiation.

Next, each one of the calculation steps are detailed.

1: In-cylinder temperature estimation100

In previous works [25, 26, 27], the authors presented a method capable
of predicting in-cylinder trapped mass by relying on the in-cylinder pressure
waves. The method detects the most excited frequency in a time-frequency
spectrogram to identify the resonance frequency of the first radial mode.
Afterwards, by assuming Drapers equation and perfect gas laws, it estimates105

the trapped mass as:

m =
γpV k2

b

(fresπD)2
(1)
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where p is the in-cylinder pressure, V is the instantaneous volume, D is the
bore, γ is the ratio between constant pressure and constant volume heat
capacities (cp/cv), fres are the detected resonant frequencies, and kb is the
Bessel constant for the first radial mode.110

The method does not require from calibration when using cylindrical
chambers (without bowl) or when the piston is far from the Top Dead Center
(TDC). Nevertheless, some calibration procedures were proposed in [28] for
engines with bowl and the online implementation was solved in [29], where a
compact transformation for mass detection by avoiding time-frequency anal-115

ysis was presented.
Once trapped mass is known, the in-cylinder temperature (Tcyl) is derived

from the perfect gas law:

Tcyl =
pV

mR
(2)

where m is the trapped mass and R is the gas constant (≈ 286 J/KgK for
the mixture of burned gases and air [30]).120

2: Cylinder outlet temperature estimation

Exhaust gas expansion at the valves was modelled by a polytropic expan-
sion:

Texp = k1p
k2−1
k2 (3)

where the temperature-to-pressure ratio k1 and the polytropic coefficient k2
are parameters to be identified. In particular, they may be easily fitted just125

considering that Texp = Tcyl during the end section of the expansion stroke,
while the valves are still closed and the combustion is finished. In the present
work the polytropic exponent was identified between 100 and 150 CAD after
TDC, just before Exhaust Valve Opening (EVO).

After EVO, equation (2) cannot be used because of the existence of mass130

flow through the exhaust valve and the mass inside the cylinder is unknown;
however, if the polytropic coefficient k2 is assumed to be reasonably constant,
(3) may be still used for inferring the in-cylinder gas temperature. The final
engine-out temperature is calculated between 250 and 300 CAD after TDC,
where expansion is finished and exhaust valve is not yet closed.135

Figure 1 illustrates an expansion where the limits employed to determine
the exhaust pressure and temperature are highlighted. Herein k1 was 34.6,
k2 1.347, Texh 827.25 K and pexh 2.24 bar. Of interest, another pressure
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Figure 1: Determined in-cylinder pressure and in-cylinder temperature computed by (2)
(blue line) and (3) (red line). Note that the assumptions of (2) are not fulfilled after EVO.
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Figure 2: Resistor analogy of the heat transfer nodes in the exhaust manifold

sensor was located at the exhaust runner to detect errors when using these
valve flow assumptions and the exhaust pressure discrepancies did not imply140

important errors at the exhaust temperature estimation.

3: Turbine inlet temperature estimation

As stated before, the temperature drop along the exhaust has been mod-
elled by a simplified lumped model with two metal nodes [31]: one repre-
senting the section of the runner in the cylinder head, which is refrigerated145

by the engine coolant, and other in contact with the surroundings. Figure 2
aims to represent the heat transfer phenomena in the exhaust manifold by a
resistor analogy scheme.
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Herein, some simplifications have been included to reduce the model com-
plexity:150

• The heat transfer coefficient to the coolant is much higher than that to
the exhaust gases (hcool >> hgas1), which implies that, when operating
in steady state, the temperature of the first node is near to the coolant
temperature (Tw1 ≈ Tcool). In addition, if the heat transfer to the
coolant is assumed to be sufficiently high with regards to the heat155

capacity of the manifold, dynamics may be neglected and Tw1 (t) ≈

Tcool (t).

• For the case of Q̇gas1 and Q̇gas2, only convection is assumed to be rel-
evant. Solving the partial differential equation of the gas temperature
drop [23] yields to:160

To = Tw + (Ti − Tw)e
hA
ṁcp (4)

where Tw is Tcool for the first section and Tw2 for the second one, To is the
outlet temperature (Tst or Tti respectively), Ti is the inlet temperature
(Texp or Tst), h the convective coefficient, A is the effective area of the
pipe wall, ṁ is the exhaust mass flow, and cp the constant pressure
heat capacity of the gas.165

• The exhaust gas convective coefficient only depends on the Reynolds
number, as Serrano et al. proposed in [32]:

h ≈ kh1Re0.8 = kh1

(

4ṁ

πµDd

)0.8

= kh2ṁ
0.8 (5)

where Re is the Reynolds number, µ is the dynamic viscosity of the
fluid, Dd is the diameter at the duct, and kh1 and kh2 are proportional
constants.170

• The constant pressure heat capacity of the gas is approximated by
semi-empirical models, by dividing the mixture in fresh air and burnt
products. The correlations proposed by Lapuerta et al. [30] were em-
ployed in this work. Figure 3 plots cp as a function of the temperature175

of the gases and lambda.
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Figure 3: Constant pressure heat capacity of the gas (cp) as a function of temperature
and lambda

• In the test bench, the heat transfer between the exhaust manifold
and the surroundings has a constant convective coefficient, as a conse-
quence, the heat transfer can be modelled as:180

Q̇amb = (hA)amb (Tw2 − Tamb) (6)

So the second node is defined by the following differential equation:

dTw2

dt
mwcw = (hA)gas (Tgas − Tw2) + (hA)amb (Tamb − Tw2) (7)

where the wall mass mw and the wall heat capacity cw are constant.
Thus (7) can be rewritten as:

dTw2

dt
= ṁ0.8kwg(Tgas − Tw2) + kamb(Tamb − Tw2) (8)

Including all these simplifications, the final thermal model is defined by the
following equations:185

Tst = Tcool + (Texp − Tcool)e
kw1ṁ

−0.2

cp(Texp,λ) (9)

dTw2

dt
= ṁ0.8kwg(Tgas − Tw2) + kamb(Tamb − Tw2) (10)

Tti = Tw2 + (Tst − Tw2)e
kw2ṁ

−0.2

cp(Tst,λ) (11)
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Table 1: Main engine characteristics

Units Value
Cylinders [-] 4
Combustion type [-] CI
Unitary displacement [cc] 374.65
Bore [mm] 73.5
Compression ratio [-] 17:1

where kw1, kw2, kwg and kamb are constants that characterize the thermal
properties of the exhaust manifold.

Main weakness of the presented thermal model derives from its simplicity.
Despite (5) models the effect of the variation of the operating conditions
on the convective coefficient of the exhaust gases, such coefficient and the190

equivalent areas attached to the heat transfer at each one of the nodes may
vary as a consequence of the flow conditions; this is specially relevant at
(9) due to the significant pressure and temperature pulsation and three-
dimensional effects. In order to overcome this, a correction coefficient kcorr
depending on engine speed n and load N was added to kw1:195

k′

w1
= kw1kcorr(n,N) (12)

where k′

w1
is the coefficient to be used in (9) replacing kw1.

3. Experimental setup

A four-stroke diesel engine with 1.5 liters of total displacement was used
for the method validation. It is a four-cylinder engine with a turbocharger
and a common rail injection system. Table 1 summarizes the main engine200

characteristics.
The engine was equipped with thermocouples at each runner and at the

turbine inlet, and a pressure sensor at the exhaust manifold. The engine-out
temperature measurements of all the cylinders were averaged, while the ther-
mocouple located at the turbine inlet was used for calibration and validation205

purposes.
Thermocouples had 1.5 mm of diameter as a trade-off between durability

and time response. However, as the time response of the employed sensors
is expected to be of few seconds, fast temperature variations (i.e. cycle-
to-cycle) cannot be sensed [33]. For providing a comparison value for the210
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validation of the method, thermocouple dynamics were modelled by a first
order system, such as:

Tmod(s)

Tti(s)
=

K

1 + τs
(13)

where s is the Laplace variable, K is the steady state gain and τ is the time
constant. Tmod is then a filtered value of Tti for considering sensor dynamics.

Taking into account the entire process, three dynamic scales can be dis-215

tinguished:

• The evolution of the temperatures associated to the in-cylinder pro-
cesses, gas expansion through exhaust valve and heat transfer to the
cylinder head (corresponding to Tcyl, Texp and Tst): they have an instan-
taneous response and may vary cycle to cycle, so they do not require220

from any dynamic compensation.

• The manifold wall temperature evolution (Tw2, and affecting Tti): they
are described by equation (7), which has a time bandwidth ranging
from few seconds to few minutes.

• The temperature sensor response (Tmod): with a typical time response225

between 100 ms and 5 sec.

In order to characterize all the required parameters for the model dynam-
ics, three kind of tests were performed.

1. Steady tests: Consisting of 39 operating points over the entire working
map, plus 303 operating points performing variations of the control230

setting on 12 selected operating conditions. Table 2 specifies the injec-
tion, EGR, intake pressure and rail pressure variations, as well as the
operating conditions of the 12 clusters.
These tests were used to compare the presented model with current
methods based on look-up tables, and also for determining the steady235

state thermal behaviour of the exhaust.

2. Engine speed and load steps: sharp variations in load and engine speed
were performed and they were kept constant for two minutes to identify
the dynamics of equation (8). The steps levels were defined to reach
all the operating conditions at the entire working map. Figure 4 shows240

the engine speed and the Break Mean Effective Pressure (BMEP) for
the transient test performed. Two repetitions were made: one with the
EGR valve closed and other with the default EGR valve controls.
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n [rpm] BMEP [bar] SOI [CAD-TDC] EGR [%] pintake prail

Cluster Average Average min max min max min max min max

1 1800 9.13 -5.01 10.00 1.04 1.17
2 1600 15.23 -5.01 10.00 0.00 16.84 1.16 1.91 744.25 1042.84
3 2400 9.23 -5.01 10.00 0.00 42.85 1.14 2.03 947.20 1247.35
4 2400 15.60 -2.50 10.00 0.00 17.53 1.37 2.40 1095.29 1394.77
5 1600 4.89 -5.01 10.00 1.54 45.87 1.02 1.11 398.41 646.83
6 1600 13.18 -5.01 10.00 1.06 22.96 1.15 1.90 695.65 994.72
7 2000 9.44 -2.50 10.00 1.83 32.57 1.09 1.67 698.79 998.78
8 2800 9.68 -2.50 10.00 0.00 16.89 1.24 2.11 1097.50 1397.42
9 2400 5.12 -2.50 10.00 1.39 47.59 1.05 1.70 647.82 947.17
10 2400 13.36 -2.50 7.49 0.00 25.40 1.46 2.45 1046.60 1345.62
11 2000 15.69 -2.50 7.49 0.00 19.92 1.48 2.10 893.12 1192.90
12 2800 13.99 0.00 10.00 0.00 18.72 1.75 2.42

Table 2: Seetings variations over 12 clusters at diferent operating conditions
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Figure 4: Load and engine speed steps tests used to identify the parameters of the exhaust
manifold dynamics
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Figure 5: WLTP cycle performed to validate the model under transient conditions

3. WLTP cycle: finally, a cycle was performed to validate the method
under realistic operating conditions. Figure 5 shows BMEP and engine245

speed during the WLTP cycle. Sensor dynamics were identified from
this test and found to be consistent with the thermocouple character-
istics.

4. Results and discussion

Model calibration250

In a first approximation to the model calibration, the heat transfer to the
surroundings by convection is neglected in front of the heat exchange in the
runner:

Q̇amb << Q̇gas1 (14)

Consequently, while operating in steady conditions, the only temperature
drop is caused by the liquid cooled section of the exhaust (Tti = Tst) and the255

steady state formulation is reduced to equation (9).
The correction parameter, kcorr(n,N), is then computed for the steady

points in order to model the effective area of the equivalent heat exchanger
as a function of the operating conditions. A set of 39 tests, ranging from
1000 to 3000 rpm and from 2.5 to 21 bar of BMEP, was used. Figure 6 shows260

the final calibration results when neglecting the ambient heat exchange. As
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Figure 7: Calibration scheme for the proposed model

expected, as load is increased the efficiency of the cooling process at the
runners diminishes, thus resulting in a lower value of kw1kcorr. The effect of
the engine speed is empirically calibrated and deals with discrepancies at the
convective coefficient calculation.265

Once kcorr(n,N) is obtained by the aforementioned assumptions, the com-
plete model reported at equations (9) to (11) can be fitted by using the
specific dynamic test shown in figure 4. The final identified constants were
1.2163× 10−4,1.316× 103 and 0.0048 for kwg, kamb and kw2 respectively (.

The entire calibration procedure is illustrated in figure 7. It must be270

noticed that only the set of 39 operating points with the nominal settings
and the dynamic test shown in figure 4 (with the EGR valve closed) were
used for calibration purposes.

In parallel, a look-up table is also fitted; this kind of modelling method is
extensively used in current ECUs and will be used for comparison. The table275

∆T (n,N) maps the difference between the exhaust and the intake manifold
temperature as a function of the engine speed and load. A thermocouple
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Figure 8: ∆T (n,N) look-up table for conventional model

was used for measuring intake temperature Tint and the temperature at the
turbine inlet Tti was modelled through:

Tti = Tint +∆T (n,N) (15)

Figure 8 shows the final look-up table for this engine. The calibration280

relative error at the training dataset was 0.1% for the in-cylinder pressure
based model and 0.4% for the conventional look-up table model.

Steady tests

As reported before, 342 steady operation tests were available, includ-
ing tests with nominal settings and varying the injection settings, the EGR285

rate, the intake pressure and the rail pressure at different operating con-
ditions. The conventional procedure for exhaust temperature estimation,
based on look-up tables, was compared with the new in-cylinder pressure
based methodology. Note that only 39 tests of the data set were used for
the calibration of both models, and the validation dataset includes a wide290

variation of injection timing, EGR rate, boost pressure and rail pressure.
Figure 9 shows the histogram of the relative errors for both models while

table 3 splits the dataset according to the varied control setting. It can be
noticed that the pressure based model behaves adequately when combustion
settings are changed: the errors at the turbine inlet temperature estimation295

are lower than 20 K, and the maximum relative error is 7.4%. On the other
hand, relaying on a simple look-up table model does not ensure a good esti-
mation when varying control settings: the average temperature error is 35.65
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Table 3: Summary of mean relative errors in the temperature estimation for both models
in the validation dataset

Variations SOI EGR pint prail All
Pressure based 2.08 2.71 2.45 2.4 2.08
Look-up table 4.84 4.91 7.28 3.17 4.76
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Figure 9: Relative errors at the inlet temperature estimation for both models

K and the maximum relative error reaches 22.42%. Mean average error for
the look-up table approach in the complete dataset is 4.76%, while the same300

metric for the proposed model is 2.08%. Despite look-up table model could
be improved by adding correction factors accounting for the cross-effect of
the different disturbances, this would imply additional training tests and a
significant calibration work.

Wall temperature dynamics305

The transient test shown in figure 4 was used for the identification of the
system dynamics, and later for model dynamic validation. The test, lasting
almost one hour, comprised more than 63 thousand engine cycles, which were
individually recorded and processed.

As previously reported, the trapped mass was obtained by processing the310

resonance frequency of the pressure signal. Note that the method devel-
oped by Guardiola et al. [25] provides both an estimation of the trapped
mass and a quality index for the measurement of each cycle. This facilitates
the implementation of filtering and outlier rejection techniques, arising from
faulty measurements associated with an insufficient excitation of the pressure315

resonance.
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Previously to filtering, outliers were detected and removed. The detection
was based on detecting abnormally high cycle-to-cycle variations in the mass
estimation, or unreasonable values of the volumetric efficiency as calculated
on the basis of the original mass estimation mraw. For these cases, the values320

of the mass estimation and the quality index Iq were propagated from the
previous cycle. For the case of the mass estimation, a correction was added
accounting for the intake pressure pint evolution. Hence, if measurement at
cycle k was determined to be an outlier, its value was modified according to:

mk
raw = mk−1

raw

pkint
pk−1

int

(16)

Ikq = Ik−1

q (17)

In a second step, a IIR filter was applied, such us:325

mk
filt = (a)mk−1

filt + (1− a)mk
raw (18)

where mfilt is the filtered mass, mraw is the mass measurement from the
pressure signal for the considered cycle k, and a the filtering constant.

The filtering constant was chosen to be a function of quality index Iq,
defined as the ratio between the two highest peaks in the pressure spectrum
(see [29] for more detailed information). Despite other functions are possible,330

a linear relation was used here for the sake of simplicity:

a(Iq) = Iq (19)

Accordingly, when the quality index is near to 0 (i.e. the resonance is
clearly excited and no other peaks appear in the pressure spectrum), the
filtered value of the mass is near to the new measurement. Nevertheless,
when the quality index is near 1 (i.e. the peak associated with the resonance335

cannot be easily distinguished from the background noise or other secondary
peaks, thus indicating a low quality raw measurement), the filter will reject
the measurement provided by the in-cylinder pressure resonance.

Figure 10 shows the results in the trapped mass estimation by the in-
cylinder pressure resonance method over the entire transient (6.3× 104 pres-340

sure cycles). The trapped mass was also computed from lambda and the hot
film anemometer (m = mair(1 + Fst/λ)) to validate the pressure resonance
methodology, with a stoichiometric fuel to air ratio Fst = 0.069. Each dot
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Figure 10: Trapped mass estimation during the transient test without EGR (top) and
with EGR (bottom)

in Figure 10 represents a single cycle, and colors indicate the quality index
for that cycle according to the figure colorbar (clearer colors indicate low345

quality).
Top plot in Figure 10 corresponds to a test with no EGR. Thus, the

estimation from in-cylinder pressure should be consistent with the values
obtained with the lambda sensor and the hot film anemometer; only bias in
the sensors and the existence of residuals should create differences between350

the two methods. It may be clearly appreciated that, once filtered, the
measurement provided by the in-cylinder pressure method is coherent with
that provided by the lambda sensor and the anemometer. It may also be
appreciated that many outliers exist; however, the associated quality index
allows to filter them out easily avoiding any effect on the filtered value. There355

was at least a 15% of valid cycles for every considered operating condition,
and 73.13 % of the pressure cycles were considered valid for the complete
test.

Bottom plot in Figure 10 corresponds to a test with nominal EGR. In this
case, for some of the operating conditions there is a clear bias between the in-360

cylinder pressure method and the lambda and mass flow sensor measurement.
This is caused by the recirculated gas, which may not be sensed with the
conventional sensors. The in-cylinder pressure method is able to correctly
operate on these conditions.

Figure 11 shows the measured temperature Tmeas and the main outputs365
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Figure 11: Exhaust temperature outputs of the model and measured value during the
transient test without EGR (top) and with EGR (bottom)

of the temperature model: the wall temperature estimation Tw2, the engine
outlet temperature Texp, and the turbine inlet temperature Tti. Again the two
tests of Figure 10 are shown. Note that the dynamics of the model adequately
fit the thermocouple measurement, and that even for the tests with EGR the
bias is kept to a low value. The mean relative error in the turbine inlet370

temperature estimation for both tests was below 2%. In addition, the model
is able to represent the slow response of the wall temperature, which is the
responsible of the turbine inlet variation during the sections with constant
load.

WLTP cycle375

Finally, the method was validated by performing a WLTP cycle. In order
to provide a mean of validation in the trapped mass estimation, the EGR
valve was kept closed. This way the trapped mass measurement obtained by
the in-cylinder pressure resonance method could be directly compared with
the hot film anemometer and lambda sensors.380

Figure 12 shows the trapped mass estimation and the measurement pro-
vided by the sensors during a section of the WLTP cycle. Again, there is a
good agreement between both methods. In addition, the in-cylinder pressure
method is free of the spikes exhibited by the calculation based the mass flow
and lambda sensors. Note that in a conventional CI engine without vari-385

able valve timing the cycle-to-cycle variation of the trapped mass should be
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Figure 12: Trapped mass estimation during a section of the WLTP cycle. See Figure 10
for the color bar of the raw measurement

coherent with the air loop dynamics. These spikes in the measurement are
then associated with tip in and off, causing the engine to operate with very
high or very low fuel-to-air ratio respectively and affecting the accuracy of
the lambda based estimation.390

In this test, engine dynamics were heavily excited and the temperature
sensor response was not sufficient for determine the fast changes in gas tem-
perature. In order to verify the estimation provided by the pressure-based
temperature method, the method output must be filtered with the sensor
model in (13).395

For that, sensor time response was modelled as a first order system with
a time response of 3.1 s, which is consistent with the sensor characteristics
provided by the manufacturer. Figure 13 shows the model output with and
without including sensor dynamics during the same part of the transient
cycle. It may be appreciated that the filtered response is coherent with the400

sensor measurement, and for all the transients in the plot the model behaves
in accordance with the sensor.

In addition, the bandwidth of the model is higher, as it is able to rep-
resent cycle-to-cycle variations in the engine-out temperature. Note that,
opposed to the case of the trapped mass, they are not measurement spikes:405

engine-out temperature may change from one cycle to the next if fueling is
modified in a step-like way, and such abrupt transients may not be sensed
with thermocouple technology. In fact, this is an important feature of the
model: since it permits a fast estimation of the exhaust gases temperature,
it may be used for correcting the thermocouple time response, as in [34, 35].410
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Figure 13: Measured temperature (Tmeas) and model output with (Tmod) and without
(Tti) considering sensor dynamics during a section of the WLTP cycle
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Figure 14: Exhaust temperature estimation during the complete WLTP cycle

The main model results for the complete WLTP cycle are shown in Figure
14, where engine-out gases temperature, wall temperature, final temperature
corrected by the sensor dynamics and the measured temperature evolutions
are plotted. Once again, the filtered model temperature Tmod agrees with the
measurement Tmeas; average temperature error was 9.62 K, which represent415

a 1.88 % of mean relative error. In addition, the model was able to represent
the progressive heating up of the engine, and its effect in the turbine inlet
temperature. Note that a look-up table model is not able to predict this
effect unless a thermal model is added.
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5. Conclusions420

Exhaust temperature in CI engines is a fundamental parameter governing
the turbocharger behaviour, thus the engine dynamic performance, and the
efficiency of the exhaust after-treatment. The present paper introduced a new
method for the instantaneous estimation of the turbine inlet temperature in
CI engines. The method uses as a primary input the in-cylinder pressure, and425

only requires as additional inputs the engine speed and exhaust lambda. Note
that no temperature sensors nor mass air flow sensors are employed. The
method is based on the cycle-by-cycle trapped mass estimation through the
determination of the pressure resonance frequency, which allows to compute
the in-cylinder temperature. In-cylinder temperature is propagated to the430

turbine inlet by assuming a polytropic expansion in the exhaust valves and
a lumped model for the exhaust manifold.

The model was validated on a four stroke CI engine in steady and tran-
sient operation. It accurately estimates the exhaust temperature when in-
jection timing, intake pressure, EGR and rail pressure variations are made,435

whereas conventional methods shown important errors since they are not
able to represent off-design behaviour. This makes the new proposal more
robust for dealing with strong transients, engine ageing, and manufacturing
discrepancies.

The model was validated under a WLTP cycle and compared with tem-440

perature sensor information. The model dynamics were significantly better
than those of the sensor, and a first order sensor model was used for allowing
the comparison. The mean temperature error was below 10K and the mean
relative error below 1.9%. The model was also able to account for the heating
up process of the exhaust manifold.445
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